Art Bench Scavenger Hunt

There are 24 unique public art benches located along The Woodlands Waterway and on the shores of Lake Woodlands in Hughes Landing. Take your family and friends on an #ArtBenchHunt to find 11 art benches!

1. Solve the clues below
2. Submit your responses on our website at www.thewoodlandsartscouncil.org
3. Post a photo on Facebook or Instagram.
4. Use #ARTBENCHHUNT and Tag @TheWoodlandsArtsCouncil

Start the Art Bench Hunt at The Woodlands Mall. Walk around the Mall Basin area near the water circle and begin the #ArtBenchHunt

Clue #1

Playful and sweet, this art bench is riddled with candy-colored feet!

How many feet do you see?

Hop on the Trolley at The Woodlands Mall East Stop and get off at Waterway Square.

Clue #2

By day three balls and two rectangles connect and delight, but later its orbs glow myriad colors by night!

How many water elements are near this bench?
Clue #3
From a distance it may look like a soft resting pallet, but it’s not meant for napping designed with its own musical mallet!

How many key colors do you see?

Walk toward the Waterway go West to the tunnels.

Clue #4
Nature and Art collide in a beautiful mosaic in a tunnel.

How many birds do you see nesting in the tunnel?

Walk to the Marriott and catch the trolley to Town Green Park Stop

Clue #5
It’s been made of wood and what resembles a hardened glue, you can touch it very gently, but never with your shoe.

How many leaves are frozen in the amber?

Clue #6
This one has whimsical looking letters in a valentine colored hue and offers up a mic and speaker to whisper words like “I love you!”

How many artists created this bench?
Clue #7
A boat house and an enormous eye stand guard near this pair of wings which looks to have fallen straight from the sky!

What is the name of this bench?

Walk towards the library.

Clue #8
This art bench is shaped like a beautiful flower and is located near a special building that offers reading power hours.

Which is taller, this art bench or a giraffe?

Take the Trolley to Hughes Landing. Get off at the Restaurant Row Stop. Walk towards the lake.

Clue #9
Behind buildings near a boathouse overlooking the lake, sits a branch, rock and resting spot much too heavy to take!

How many branches can you count?

Clue #10
Take a selfie here by sitting in the frame, its bold yellow color very much part of its game!

What shape is this bench?
Walk along the boardwalk to Embassy Suites. Catch the Trolley back to The Woodlands Mall West Stop.

Clue #11
This art bench is a stone’s throw from where our journey first began and features creatures not showing their wingspan!

How many birds do you see on this bench?

Special Thanks to Howard Hughes Corporation & The Woodlands Township.

Don't forget to share your photos and tag us to be featured on social media #artbenchhunt.

Thank you for participating in the The Woodlands Arts Council's Art Bench Scavenger Hunt!